'PRIVATE VICES, PUBLIC VIRTUES' REVISITED: THE DUTCH BACKGROUND OF BERNARD MANDEVILLE'

RUDOLF DEKKER* (TRANSLATED by GERARD T. MORAN)
During the last half century the English writer of Dutch origin, Bernard Mandeville (1670 Mandeville ( -1733 , has come to be one of the better-known authors of the early eighteenth century. His name is cited in the same breath as Hume, Swift and Defoe, and he is recognised as having influenced both Adam Smith and Voltaire.2 His works are being reprinted and dozens of studies have appeared in recent years. 3 This growing popularity is partially due to the reevaluation of the literary genre that Mandeville practised: satire. Mandeville also benefits from the attention being given to less prominent figures in the history of ideas. It is true that his humorous poems, dialogues and essays are not high-minded philosophical treatises, but their contents are nonetheless striking. His slogan 'private vices, public benefits' has made him immortal, for it represents a highly original view of the economy. Failings such as greed, lust, vanity, extravagance and even crime, are given a positive value by Mandeville, in contrast to earlier authors, since in his opinion they stimulate the economy. In this way private sins add up unintentionally to strengthen society. This moral of the 'Fable of the Bees' makes Mandeville a forerunner of economic liberalism. In religious matters, among others, Mandeville also expressed a very tolerant point of view. His message had important consequences for ethics. He settled accounts with the idea of earlier moralists that personal virtue was a condition for being a good public servant.
But the question is whether we should always take Mandeville literally. The recent tendency is toward an increasingly nuanced view of his ideas. It is much too simple to see him as a sarcastic misanthrope with an extremely pessimistic view of human nature. His works contain a double meaning in many places that makes his message compatible with classical opinions on honor and virtue after all. Mandeville may have made use in many places of a stylistic device with a long tradition:
inversion.
A recent biographer therefore speaks of 'the two Mandevilles', describing him on the one hand as 'a pious Christian, an ascetic, and an unusually austere moralist, who finds corruption even in apparently laudable or at least innocent activities', and on the other as 'a cynic, a scoffer of all virtue and religion..
.'.4 Mandeville remains a puzzle for modern scholars. The titles of studies devoted to him speak volumes: 'The Ambivalence of Bernard Mandeville', 'Mandeville: Cynic or Fool', and 'Paradox and Society'. 5 Mandeville research still has to fill many gaps, the greatest of which is the relationship between his ideas and his Hobbes and Bayle. The lack of a connection with his personal life is explainable: until today we have only had a handful of facts available. The social context, which is so important in the modern history of ideas, is completely missing. This is true in particular for the possible influence of his Dutch background.
We know so little about his life before his settling in England in 1698, and indeed before the publication of his first English pamphlet in 1704, that the description of this period in biographies occupies at most two pages. As we will show, however, this gap can be partially filled. It seems that Mandeville also had literary aspirations in his mother tongue, and that he was involved in a rebellious movement. More knowledge about Mandeville was born there and registered as a student of medicine at the nearby University of Franeker in 1 595.7 In 160 1 he married Maria van de Rade, daughter of a printer from Antwerp who had settled in Franeker. In the same year he was appointed city physician in Nijmegen and rector ofthe Latin school there. Such a combination of positions was not unusual in the sixteenth century; Michael evidently still fit the humanistic ideal of the universal scholar. In any event, he gave up his rectorship in 1607, receiving in exchange a salary increase as physician. In 16 17 he acquired citizenship in the city and a year later was accepted into the city council [vroedschap] and appointed alderman [schepen] , positions that he would continue to fill until the year before his death. The couple had ten children, four of whom died before the age of ten; high infant mortality was not unusual in that period. The only daughter married an advocate. The five surviving sons all went to university, four of them studying at Franeker. The oldest studied theology and law and became a minister in the Reformed Church; the second studied law, the third medicine and the fourth Latin. Bernard's grandfather, Immanuel, studied law at Leiden. Presumably the sons were consciously spread over different academic disciplines by their father since this was a fairly common educational strategy. In 1635 and 1636, the family fell victim to an epidemic of plague in Nijmegen, both the parents and the second son died. Immanuel Mandeville was appointed to his father's vacant position. In addition he also became inspector of the Latin school, thus continuing the tradition of universal learning. In 1656 he was appointed professor at the city academy. He died in 1660. He and his wife had eleven children, four of whom did not survive past four years; two others disappear from the sources after their baptism and presumably also died young. One son studied medicine in Leiden and succeeded his father as city physician and professor in 1661. Two other sons did not go to university; one made a career in the army of the States General and the other became chief surgeon in the Dutch East Indies Company.
The fourth son, Michael, Bernard's father, was born in Nijmegen in 1639. In 1666 he went to study law in Leiden. It seems he also qualified in medicine since in that same year he was named 'plague doctor' in Nijmegen.' Two years later he established himself as a doctor in Rotterdam.' There he was appointed city physician and an administrator of the municipal hospital. In 168 1,1684 and 1685 he was also appointed to the aldermen's court of Schieland, a legal jurisdiction that had been purchased by the city. It was a relatively modest position in the judiciary, but in any case his law studies were of use there. Further he acquired the rank of lieutenant in the citizen's militia in the years 1673-1675 and 1686-1690. This was the third-ranking officer after colonel and captain. We know he had a flourishing medical practice from-ironically-the many mentions of his name in the debt records of deceased.'O In 1667 he married Judith Verhaar, daughter of a naval captain of the Admirality of Rotterdam, at Beek, a village near Nijmegen. They had four children. For two of them there is only a mention in the baptismal registers and they probably died young. The only information on a daughter born in 1684 is that she married in 1709. Only Bernard, born in Rotterdam in 1670, followed in the footsteps of his father and grandfather.
He went to study in Leiden at the age of sixteen and obtained his doctorate in philosophy in March 1689. Afterwards he lived for a while in his parents' house. Together with his father he was closely involved in the sensational events that took place in Rotterdam in the fall of 1690. We will see in what follows how much these events left their mark on the young Mandeville.
The Mandeville family was one in which four generations of sons pursued as a rule a university education, whether in law, medicine or another field. They entered such professions as medical doctor, minister, or lawyer, professions that more or less enjoyed the same status. " The family's daughters married as a rule men in these same professions. The practitioners of such professions belonged to the middle class. Their status was less than that of the nobility and town patricians and their financial position much more modest than that of big merchants or high civil servants. Yet an academic training could be a step upwards in further status seeking. For medical doctors, the positions of city physician and professor increased status, and in that respect the direct ancestors of Bernard Mandeville had certainly been successful. Holding government offices that were not directly related to one's profession, such as acquiring a seat in a city council, a place in an aldermen's bench or an officer's commission in the citizen's militia, was even more important.
The best example of a successful doctor in this period was Nicholas Tulp, who made it to the council, alderman's and mayor's office of Amsterdam. I2 The Mandevilles knew that such offices were profitable and Bernard's grandfather took advantage of his place in the city council of Nijmegen to let two of his sons study at municipal expense. Political considerations probably also led him on more than one occasion to choose a mayor, an alderman and a high city official as witnesses at his children's baptism, an indication of a conscious striving to climb socially. Bernard's father also had two of his children baptised by someone who later became a member of the Rotterdam city council. On 17 September and 5 October 1690, events took place in Rotterdam that must have had a profound influence on the life of father and son Mandeville: violent events that have entered history under the name of the 'Costerman riot'. The instigation had taken place a few weeks previously. Tax farmers' agents had caught several men with a cask of wine on which no excises had been paid.
During the ensuing struggle one of the taxmen was stabbed to death with a sword. The investigation revealed that those involved were no ordinary smugglers, but rather respectable members of the citizen's militia who had gone in search of refreshment during their night watch. One of them, Cornelis Costerman, was arrested. He confessed to the fatal thrust. The city's bailiff, Jacob Van Zuijlen van Nievelt, demanded the death penalty, The aldermen's court upheld this punishment, which was imposed in public on 16 September. The sentence provoked much resistance. To be sure, the death penalty was applied regularly in the Republic, but normally only to members of the lower classes. It was unusual for a citizen to receive such a harsh punishment. His citizen's rights only provided that Costerman be executed by the sword and not on the gallows. The crime that had led to the fight was also not counted heavily against Costerman. Tax evasion was widespread and increasing pressure of taxes led at the end of the seventeenth century to riots and uprisings in several places, among them Haarlem in 1690 and Amsterdam in 1696.i3 Many taxes were farmed out by the government.
Whoever bid the most during a public auction obtained the right to collect the tax. Whatever he collected above the price of the lease was his profit. These tax farmers and their agents were universally despised. Moreover, there were rumors circulating that Costerman was innocent and that the bailiff had disregarded a pardon that the stadholder had granted.
On the day of the execution the tension in the city increased substantially. The fact that the executioner was so nervous that he had to strike five times before he succeeded in severing the head from the body exacerbated the situation. Such clumsiness had in the past led to riots at executions. But the tension only broke the next evening when a crowd assembled at the house of the farmer of the wine excise tax. The city government did not have many means to restrain an unruly crowd. There was no police force except for a few sheriffs deputies. Maintenance of order was a task for the citizen's militia. Their performance was not very effective. During other tax riots in Rotterdam and elsewhere the militia were sometimes also often lax in their action; the taxmen were not persons one readily defended. In this case, the occasion was, moreover, the execution of a fellow militiaman, which cannot have heightened their enthusiasm. The crowd therefore had a free hand and plundered the house completely in several hours.
Calm returned after the plundering. The city government took no further measures, but the news had reached the Hague, the center of government, that same day. The States of Holland sent soldiers and a commission of inquiry to the city. Such interference by the provincial government in municipal affairs always led to conflicts. As usual in the Republic a compromise was reached. Besides the commission only part of the soldiers were admitted to the city. Not everyone thought that the sacking of the tax farmer's house was sufficient revenge for Costerman. Pamphlets appeared with calls to settle matters too with the bailiff. Bailiff Van Zuijlen van Nievelt was already a despised figure, both among the ordinary people and patriciate of the city. Many old grievances surfaced, the chief of which was that he had abused his office. He had allegedly extorted money from people under threat of initiating criminal proceedings against them and personally pocketed money from fines.14 In the early morning of 5 October a broadside in verse was posted at the Merchants Exchange in which the bailiff was denounced as a 'sanctimonious atheist' and other ugly things. The closing lines called literally for 'tripping the man up', in other words ousting him from office. The Rotterdarners congregated to read the broadside. The major in charge of the States' troops and one of Van Zuijlen's sons also went to read the pasquil, as the former later testified. The major called it a 'godless pasquil'; Van Zuijlen Jr's reaction was: 'I pray, have a good look, such devilish things are posted, that does not come from the rabble, but from other people', meaning high-placed foes of his father. The major was able to steer Van Zuijlen Jr to a nearby coffee house for his own safety. I5 Bystanders prevented sheriffs deputies from tearing down the bill. Afterwards contemporaries pointed out this broadside as the 'trumpet of alarm'. That same afternoon violence broke out again, fiercer than before. A crowd assembled at the bailiffs house. The participants got hold of a cannon and shot the door to pieces. After smashing the furniture to smithereens, they even pulled down the facade. In the meantime the bailiff had fled his house with the soldiers who had tried in vain to repel the crowd. The rioters' victory was complete since the following day the city government dismissed Van Zuijlen from his office. Just how jubilant the mood was among the citizenry of Rotterdam is illustrated by the fact that a medalist found it profitable to cut a commemorative medallion with the text 'Ubi interficere fas est, ibi destruere' (Where murder is permitted, so is destruction) (Fig. 1) . One side of the medallion showed Costerman's severed head (Fig.  lb) and the other the bailiffs devastated house (Fig. la) . Furthermore, another enterpreneur had the riot depicted on china porcelain, so-called chinede-commande (Fig. 2) . It was a substantial investment since the design had to be sent to China first and the porcelain imported from there.r6 All the same, the plates and cups sold briskly. It was not uncommon to set down an uprising in a print, but this type of portrayal was unique in the Republic and confirms the involvement of the highest levels of the Rotterdam citizenry. The Costerman Riot generated an extensive written reaction. In addition to accounts in the press, the archives contain several linear meters of reports, interrogations, testimony of witnesses, sentences, letters and so forth. The names of Michael and Bernard Mandeville are cited in several places as being involved. The most damaging is the statement by a married couple that Bernard Mandeville was generally regarded to be the author of the pasquil that had so stirred up feelings on 5 October: the 'Sanctimonious Atheist'. They said that he 'was definitely considered to be the author of the above-mentioned pasquil'." Another witness confirmed this with the words: 'The son of Dr Mandeville, made the pasquil that was posted during the night'.i8
There is more testimony pointing in the same direction. Various people related that the opponents of Van Zuijlen came together in the home of the former mayor Pieter de Meij. His maid at the time later stated that the group usually met in the evening. They were so busy that when she announced that dinner was served, De Meij said: 'There is no time for eating here, but for writing about Jaap van Zuijlen'. She knew for certain that the poem, the 'Sanctimonious Atheist', had been written in the house. She had recognised Dr Mandeville and his son among those present. The poems were copied over extensively and distributed in the city by a woman called Anna the Seamstress. She herself had heard or read several of the pasquils four days before the sacking.ig According to the couple cited earlier, Mandeville senior had announced in public that even more scathing broadsides than the 'Sanctimonious Atheist' were in preparation. Accusations against Michael Mandeville went even further. He was said to have been among the rioters on 5 October and to have boasted of it in public. Perhaps he realised later that this had been unwise for that would explain why he went to a notary on 23 November with eleven members of his company of militia to have a statement recorded. The militiamen stated that they had faithfully reported for duty and that a number of them had posted watch at public buildings until five o'clock in the morning. 2o Did Michael Mandeville want to provide himself with an alibi, or in any case proof of good conduct in this fashion?
If Mandeville was the author of the 'Sanctimonious Atheist', then his Dutch work is in any case in keeping with his later work. His first English publications belong to the same genre of the satirical poem and like his Dutch work were also published anonymously as cheap pamphlets. In the only personal testimony about Mandeville, the meeting in later life described by Benjamin Franklin, we also recognise the young Bernard. Franklin met Mandeville in an inn where the latter, in a jocular mood, was the heart of a group of like-minded spirits that gathered together regularly, thus approximately in the same way we must imagine the company in De Meij's house.2* Although only one copy has survived, the 'Sanctimonious Atheist' was printed in great quantities. The printer was identified later as Johannes Borstius, a wellknown printer, publisher and book seller. Two witnesses had seen him posting the broadside. According to other witnesses he was also part of the group that met at mayor De Meij's. The 'Sanctimonious Atheist' was not the only satire circulating in October 1690. Some thirty in all have survived, some printed, others in manuscript. Some authors betray their educated background by the use of Latin mottos. They must have come from the narrow circle of the Rotterdam elite. On the other hand, there are popular songs, such as 'A new farcical song on the life and works of Jacob van Zuijlen', a street song that was put to the tune of a well-known ditty ('The Squinter from Delft'). The broadsides also differed in their outward appearance, those aimed at the people were printed in traditional Gothic letters, while the others were in Roman type.
Only a few of these broadsides have been included in the large public pamphlet collections, such as the Royal Library's in the Hague. More can be found in the files assembled by the judicial authorities. The largest collection, however, was amassed by the victim himself, the bailiff Van Zuijlen van Nievelt. Presumably he was not collecting for his own entertainment but gathering ammunition to be used against his opponents.
This collection is still in the family archive. For the 'Sanctimonious Atheist' we have three contemporary handwritten copies and one printed version. The latter is a quart0 sheet on which is also printed an g-line verse entitled 'On the death of Kornelis Kosterman'. This second poem does not appear in the surviving handwritten copies and the witnesses did not say anything about this combination either. It is probably a later rather than the first printed version. We know that other poems were also printed in various editions.
Shortly afterwards the poem achieved a much wider, in fact national, circulation when it was published in full in the monthly news survey Europische Mercurius. In its comprehensive account of the Costerman Riot the journal printed four satires completely. According to the article's author, the satire in the 'Sanctimonious Atheist' was not even the 'bitterest'. That was a poem that came to be known as 'The Echo' and was one of the few in which another name than Van Zuijlen's was mentioned, that of alderman Johan Steenlack, cited by his initials in the version printed there.24
When we look more closely at the poem, we see that it forms a powerful indictment of the bailiff Van Zuijlen van Nievelt. It is noteworthy that the reason for the popular fury, the execution of Costerman,
is not mentioned at all. Obviously, the action against the bailiff had in the meantime become an end in itself.
The 'Sanctimonious atheist' in the first line refers to Van Zuijlen's religious opinions. He was an adherent of the orthodox current in the Reformed Church and since 1680 an elder. According to his enemies, however, his piety was only a front. In other pamphlets this element also recurs. In another poem, for example, we read:
. . . oh alas who once has fallen out of grace both with citizens and such gentlemen as go about in black clothes he may thrash about or root he stands on round and slippery feet and whoever stands on such pillars [suilen = zuilen = pillars: a pun on the bailiffs name] falls easily to the ground The ministers, the 'gentlemen.. . in black clothes', were divided between latitudinarians and the more orthodox, who were supporters of Van Zuijlen. In the poems, the latitudinarians are taken under protection, for example against the accusation of Socinianism:
Those who teach us God's truth accurately are abused as Socinians
In Holland the charge of Socinianism was a usual invective and commonly levied to put someone in a bad light. The same poet goes on to denounce the 'ostentatious little licentiates', protected by Van Zuijlen.
Elsewhere we find the lines:
Go preachers, comfort your elder, and shed many tears on his cheek.
Religious conflict at times coupled with disturbances occurred repeatedly in the Republic, the greatest outburst being the struggle between Remonstrant and Counter-Remonstrant around 1620. The religious dissension was stronger and lasted longer in Rotterdam than elsewhere. The Remonstrants remained numerous there and even continued to exercise influence in the city government. More than once Dutch ministers were directly involved in disturbances since politics and religion were inseparable in the Republic. The historian D.J. Roorda counted ten ministers who had directly incited to riot during the Orangist uprisings in the towns of Holland in 1672.*' We have no evidence of this for the Costerman riot, but it was said that afterwards two ministers and gone about the city to look for guilty parties at the behest of the city government or-according to another witness-precisely to 'divert' those who wanted to give 'truthful testimony'.26
The 'loving whore's skin' in Mandeville's text (first line) refers to the charges made more explicitly elsewhere that the bailiff was a frequent visitor of whore houses and that he sexually abused female domestics and prisoners.*' Five years earlier there had already appeared a pamphlet about Van Zuijlen's sex life, 'The bailiff of Rotterdam exposed '28 in which we read the lines:
A Spanish pox-bitch, who gives himself to vice 'tis Nyvelt, are there any who can doubt it? His own wife will surely prove it with his shirt In other words the bailiff was being accused of suffering from syphilis. The stains that this illness left behind on clothing formed a popular theme in farces. According to another source, he even tolerated 'sodomy', homosexuality, which was a crime punishable by death. He was even accused ofpractising this himself. Constantine Huygens Jr noted in his diary that the bailiff was accused of 'horrible things that one cannot repeat', an allusion to the 'crimen nefandum', as sodomy was also called. 29 The bailiffs death in 1695 again led to a boom in pasquils and in one of the poems circulating at the time are the lines:
Champion of the cursed evil Redeemer of the sodomite's moneyjo
The 'money-grubbing tyrant' in line 2 of the poem refers of course to his extortionary activities. We come across this accusation in other broadsides as well. Even beggars were not safe from Van Zuijlen; they had to pay heavily for a permit to beg, as we see in a stanza from a song aimed at the common people:
The beggars it must be understood May not go begging about Before they've fetched their ticket Twelve pennies to be paid.
The desire to see his two sons swinging from the gallows (line 10) came from the fact that he had illegally obtained city offices for them. In other songs his wife was also smeared:
A sorceress on the outside Is what she is indeed Evil to her very bowels.
The last two lines of the 'Sanctimonious
Atheist' refer to the patriarchal model of authority current at the time in which administrators were considered to be 'fathers' and the people 'children'. This is a traditional justification for revolution: where fathers fail, children must intervene. In other songs the idea is expressed more simply:
Jaap van Zuijlen must leave town The soldiers show their heels He's a whore-hopper to be sure And vexes people too All the poems tell of the bailiff Van Zuijlen's bad character and dirty tricks, often concluding with a call to do something about it. Public sins, such as his corruption, are cited in the same breath as his personal sins, such as his sexual escapades. In other words the satirical verses reflect the traditional view of a direct connection between personal and public virtue. One poem, moreover, opens by laying a link to the general decline of the country:
When the Golden Age turned its nether side up Just like a wobbly wheel, with sorrow and misery.. .
The 'Sanctimonious
Atheist' belongs to a long satirical tradition in the Republic. In the sixteenth century the revolt against Spain was accompanied by a voluminous production of pasquils and satires. The allegory of the beehive that Mandeville used in the 'Fable of the Bees' may very well have been inspired by the most famous satire of that period, 'The Beehive of the Holy Roman Church' by Marnix van St Aldegonde. This pamphlet published in 1569 was reprinted eleven times in the sixteenth century and twenty times in the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 3' In later periods too political and religious conflicts repeatedly pumped blood through the Dutch poetic veins. The works that have found their way into pamphlet collections and judicial files attest to this phenomenon.
Lampoons were often posted on church doors, on other public buildings or on the home of the victim. It was not uncommon to write them on slips of paper and put them in the collection box at church, in the assurance that they would find their way further. 32 Poets of repute also practised the genre. In the 1620s the great poet, Vondel, wrote several satirical poems that have become classics. To be sure, they are more civilised than those of 1690, but sprout nonetheless from the same family tree. 33 There was also a long tradition in Holland of collective composition of poems, in particular, 'occasional poems' for weddings and other events. This tradition was rooted in the Chambers of Rhetoric. The writing of pasquils could be a social event, and the gatherings at De Meij's home must be viewed in this light. Many of the poems aimed at Van Zuijlen could have had a collective authorship.
The government repeatedly forbid the writing of pasquils. In 1601 in the Hague, for example, a prohibition was issued against 'making and setting to verse lampoons, pasquils, refrains, songs or other writings about persons, and making them public by posting them on doors, windows or other places, by handing them out or by strewing them in the streets, writing them or singing them'. In Brielle in 1613 the authorities forbid the making and distributing of pasquils and lampoons.
In the same year circulating and singing 'infamous songs' about the tax farmers were prohibited in Schoonhoven. Amsterdam published a ban on 'defamatory lampoons' in 1649.34 The States of Holland, the provincial government, also issued decrees on this subject frequently.35 Only a relatively small number of such satirical songs and verses, especially of those circulating in manuscript, have been preserved. We are dependent here on chance. Thus several of the notes with satirical poems that were deposited in a collection box in a church in Dordrecht in 1651 have turned up in the files of the provincial court of Holland. A poem against a tax farmer posted on the door of the Old Church in Zaandam in 1679 was copied by the minister into his almanac. 36 In terms of their contents the poems of 1690 recall earlier ones, fitting into the tradition of the pasquil in which accusations in the sexual, religious and political realms logically complement one another. We find, for example, the same charges in the 1679 verse from Zaandam mentioned above. There too the accused is said to have enriched himself at the expense of widows and orphans. He is attacked as a 'scoundrel', an 'extortionist, and a 'secret whore-hopper'.
There too he is called a 'citizen vexer' and a call to plunder is made:
Come Pluto from your hall, and help us move it Or you, thunder god, smash it for us.
Here again the author makes a threat at the end:
So shall I act as his executioner.
The Dutch tradition of satirical verses can be compared to the Italian one studied by Peter Burke. There too the genre was subject to set patterns despite the apparently great freedom of form found in both countries. There too personal insult flowed easily into political protest.37 The Dutch word 'pasquil', used frequently in the seventeenth century, derives directly from the Italian 'pasquillo', after the statue of Pasquino on which the inhabitants of Rome used to post their lampoons.
A typical Dutch element in the seventeenth-century lampoon is perhaps the greater emphasis on the idea of corruption. The concept of corruption acquired its modern connotation earlier in the Republic than elsewhere; public officials were subject to a stricter code from a relatively early date. They were prohibited from accepting gifts or retaining part of the proceeds of their office, and their salaries were correspondingly raised in compensation. This process can be clearly discerned in the case of the highest public office, the Grand Pensionary. Before 1650 an important part of the income of this official still consisted of presents, for example from foreign rulers, but in mid-century accepting such gratuities was strictly forbidden. For that reason Grand Pensionary Johan de Witt, who took office in 1653, could be regarded as the international paragon of incorruptibility. At the same time the Dutch public servants were subjected to better monitoring. Between 1572 and 1810 there were no fewer than 143 cases brought by the provincial court of Holland against bailiffs accused of corruption, of which Van Zuijlen's was only one. Earlier historians have seen this as evidence of the largescale corruption that was thought to have characterised the Republic, but it is on the contrary a sign of its increasing containment and of changing views of the subject. In other words, the rise of a modern conception of public morality proceeded more rapidly in the Republic than elsewhere, and this can be traced in the lampoons written in 1690. This strict morality by European standards must also have found an echo in the thinking of Bernard Mandeville.38
For a good understanding of the Costerman Riot, however, we must also go back in the history of the city of Rotterdam to the 'Disaster year' 1672 when the Republic was invaded by combined forces from France and England. In that year Prince William III was appointed as stadholder thanks to a popular movement. In the cities of Holland, regents sympathising with the States General lost their positions, at times, as in Rotterdam, through the intervention of a popular movement. In that year too pamphlets were used to influence public opinion in Rotterdam. One of the printers was Johannes Borstius, who played the same role as 18 years later. The new regents rewarded him with an appointment as secretary of the Orphans Chamber, which administered the property of orphans until their majority. His father, the minister Jacob Borstius, also played a role in the disturbance of 1672, just as he had in the events in Dordrecht in 1651 cited above. Van Zuijlen's appointment as bailiff was also a direct result of the new political wind, involving in his case direct patronage from the new stadholder William III. It is likely as well that Michael Mandeville owed his officer's commission in the citizen's militia in 1673 to the fact that officers hostile to Orange had had to step down.
In the 168Os, however, the Rotterdam regents again became divided, one faction coalescing around Van Zuijlen and the other around mayor De Meij. Michael Mandeville also chose sides. It is clear that he was not content with his medical practice as can be seen by his appointment as alderman of Schieland and his officer's rank in the citizen's militia. His position as alderman of Schieland is interesting since it throws light on the relationships in the city. In the bailiwick of Schieland, a legal jurisdiction outside the city, the lawcourt consisted partially of well-born men appointed by the bailiff and the mayors of the city jointly, and partially of aldermen appointed by the mayors alone. where he died six years later. In the church the orthodox triumphed, which had important consequences for the intellectual life of Rotterdam. Among others, the latitudinarian Pierre Bayle lost his chair at the city's 'Illustre School'. This dismissal had the unintended effect that Bayle devoted himself to writing the philosophical works that would later exert such a great influence on Mandeville.
After the riot in 1690 Bernard Mandeville returned to Leiden, according to some people because he realised he had been a bit too visible in the affair. He actively went back to his studies and earned his doctorate in medicine in 1691. Then he probably traveled in Europe for a couple of years, for his education and conveniently beyond the reach of Dutch justice. The journey took him to England, where the land, people and political climate evidently appealed to him so much that he settled there for good.
Mandeville refers now and again in his later works to Holland, but never to the events in Rotterdam.
When he writes in passing that his father was a 'leading physician at both Rotterdam and Amsterdam', the statement is to be sure not formally wrong, but neither is it completely in accordance with the truth.42 In any case he had learned a few good lessons from his youth in Rotterdam. This is demonstrated by his poem 'The grumbling bee-hive' published in England in 1705 and later reworked as 'The Fable of the Bees'.
The poems that were produced in 1690 in Mandeville's circle all still reflect the traditional morality: they connect personal sins to public evils. From the perspective of the history of ideas it is therefore not so important whether Bernard Mandeville was really the sole author of the 'Sanctimonious Atheist'. What is essential is that he played an active part in the, perhaps collective, creation of this and other poems,. At that point it is certain that the 'private vices' of Van Zuijlen were not yet 'public benefits'. Why were the sins decried by Mandeville in the 'Sanctimonious Atheist', the object of his praise fifteen years later? The answer is simple: practice had shown that crime pays, that the biggest crook draws the longest straw. Bailiff Van Zuijlen, the personification of evil, in the end had become the big winner, his moralistic opponents had gone down to defeat. But the lesson of 1690 was more complicated than it at first glance seemed. It had not-whatever may have been written in the pamphlets-been a struggle of good and evil. On closer inspection it appears that the opponents of Van Zuijlen were far from blameless themselves.
The pp. 345-455. According to Knuttel, Walten wrote his pieces at the instigation of the mayor, Bartholomeus van de Velde. Van de Velde's position is unclear, perhaps he followed a middle course. Walten's writings were intended to show that a faction of regents had organised the riot, but at the same time they were less than positive with regard to Van Zuijlen. Van 
